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Intro by: Roger Landry (TLB)

Welcome to Episode #6 of the Eagle’s Eye Report. Hosted by myself, Roger Landry (TLB), and Co-
Hosted and Produced by my good friend and fellow patriot – Stephen Roberts. The mission of this
show is to be a mechanism for communicating the truth and facts in a country increasingly forbidding of
these very concepts.

No, this not a pleasant way to introduce a show … but today reality is blatant and not very pleasant in
many aspects. Thus the reason for the Eagle’s Eye Report. This show airs weekly live on Shake and
Wake Radio (our thanks to Annie), on several other forums and on others as an archived show
embedded in an article.

Our mission is to keep you armed with the vital truth, as well as to present you with a platform where
you can discuss these vital issues without fear of censorship or exclusion, that being the sponsor of
this show … Also TLB Project has just been booted off Twitter after six years of supposed
disinformation (telling the truth).
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Now it’s down to business …

••••

In a world run by raging psychopaths, thinking that you have won by not taking a mechanism of
genocide (COVID Vaccine) via your push-back and resolve, means that you are not yet truly aware of
the long-term planning and organizing these authoritarians delve into as a matter of (their) normalcy.

The COVID Jabs are beyond a doubt the most destructive pharmaceutical product ever used against
humanity … No that is not a mistake, it is exactly what I intended to say, and there is already ample
proof that vaccines in general have intentionally been used to thin down the herd for generations, but
now we are in the endgame.

Nor are these the only mechanisms utilized against an unsuspecting population, with others including
(but not limited to) GMO food, Geoengineering, and Fluoridated water. But before I get the push-back
for being a tinfoil hat wearing purveyor of Disinformation (even though I can present the ACTUAL
(unlike Fauci) science to prove all mechanisms mentioned), let’s jump back on-track here.

What is presented for you on today’s show, and in even more detail in the links below, are the following
paths of global tyranny we are being dragged down … Dragged towards global governance, whether
we like it or not.

The Stigma of Anti-Vaxxers, and the path we were forced to travel
More massive damage reports globally for the ‘Safe and Effective’ COVID Jabs
The increasing probabilities of intentional global genocide via these Jabs
The anger of Doctors for the prevention of ‘successful treatments’
The continued reliance on failed and dangerous procedures by Authoritarians
With round one failing … introducing round two … Monkeypox
How this all ties into, and works for, Global Totalitarian Control
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This show was not an easy one to do. Having to tell all who will listen that if you have been vaccinated,
or know someone who has been, your/their chances of living any semblance of a normal life in the
future … is not looking good at all. Or having to relay the facts that all of this is pre-planned and a
mechanism to bring the entire planet under global authoritarian rule at the expense of a majority of
humanity.

What will humanity do when it finally steps back from the many ‘made to order distracting disasters’ to
actually witness the massive and increasing die-off occurring right under their noses. Please listen,
read and share … none of this is bullshit !!!

by Roger Landry 
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